Runner Manual

As a runner you are representing the lodge and the spirit of cheerful services. When serving as a runner there are some very basic expectations you should follow:

- Runners are seen not heard
- Respect each other and the head in command
- Work together and don’t complain about the task they are assigned too.
- Show up on time to meetings

Fire Builder

Fire builders are assigned to watch fires. The fires are SMALL and provide light to the candidates walking around the arena. Your main duty as a fire builder is to keep the fire fed and watch your fire. You are expected to find your own wood for your fire. Please use common sense when doing so.

Assistant Head Runner

The Assistant Head Runner is second in command. They usually only hold this position for the weekend. The main purpose is to assist the Head Runner in directing runners and helping to assign responsibilities. If the Head Runner has to leave for whatever reason the Assistant Head Runner steps in, similar to a Senior Patrol Leader and an Assistant Senior Patrol Leader.

Runners

The purpose of the runners is doing whatever is thrown your way. Runners are assigned multiple tasks such as making supply runs or leading ordeal candidates to the arena. This is the most fun yet demanding job.

Please remember that this is a fun experience but there is also much work to be done for the ceremony to run smoothly.